Structural indexing is an approach to accelerating query evaluation, whereby data objects are partitioned and indexed reflecting the precise expressive power of a given query language. Each partition block of the index holds exactly those objects that are indistinguishable with respect to queries expressible in the language. Structural indexes have proven successful for XML, RDF, and relational data management. In this paper we study structural indexing for conjunctive path queries (CP Q). CP Q forms the core of contemporary graph query languages such as SPARQL, Cypher, PGQL, and G-CORE. CP Q plays the same fundamental role with respect to contemporary graph query languages as the classic conjunctive queries play for SQL. We develop the first practical structural indexes for this important query language. In particular, we propose a structural index based on k-path-bisimulation, tightly coupled to the expressive power of CP Q, and develop algorithms for efficient query processing with our index. Furthermore, we study workloadaware structural indexes to reduce both the construction and space costs according to a given workload. We demonstrate through extensive experiments using real and synthetic graphs that our methods accelerate query processing by up to multiple orders of magnitude over the state-of-theart methods, without increasing index size.
INTRODUCTION
Graphs are increasingly ubiquitous in many application scenarios where the focus is on analysis of entities and the relationships between them [8, 42] . Example scenarios include knowledge graphs, social networks, biological and chemical databases, and bibliographical databases. The edges of these graphs are often labeled. For example, Figure 1 shows a graph Gex where vertices represent employees and edges denote management relationships (e.g., Ada works for herself and is a reviewer for Tim). The contemporary property graph data model adopted by practical systems supports edge-labeled graphs [8] . Figure 1 : A graph Gex with edge labels L = {w, r} representing "works for" and "reviews" relationships, resp.
As graph data collections grow in size and complexity, current graph data management systems struggle to provide efficient and scalable query evaluation [5, 42] . A traditional approach to accelerating query evaluation is through the design and use of indexes, i.e., data structures for materializing views over the database which are then leveraged during query processing. Of the broad variety of indexing strategies for graph data which have been proposed, path-based indexes are particularly effective for evaluating the navigational query patterns which lie at the heart of contemporary property graph query languages [8, 17] . However, state-ofthe-art path indexes are local, in the sense that they essentially materialize paths in the graph without taking fully into account the expressive power of the query language to expose richer topological structure of the graph.
Structural indexing has been proposed to better understand and leverage the relationships between language expressivity and practical index design [18, 38] . In this approach, data objects are partitioned and indexed reflecting the expressive power of a given query language. Each partition block of the index holds exactly those objects that are indistinguishable with respect to queries expressible in the language. Structural indexing has not been studied for contemporary property graph query languages. This raises the main research question we investigate in this paper: Can structural indexing help to address query performance limitations in current graph query processing solutions?
Towards answering this question, it is important first to identify which language should be targeted in order to accelerate query processing in current and future property graph data management systems. Recently, the ISO/IEC GQL graph query language standardization project has been initiated [21] . Current practical languages such as PGQL [45] , Cypher [36] , GSQL [22] , G-CORE [3] , and SQL/PGQ [43] are directly informing this international effort. At the heart of all of these languages is the so-called Regular Queries (RQ), which support highly expressive queries combining both subgraph pattern matching and path navigation functionalities [40] . However, there does not exist a practical (i.e., computable in polynomial time) structural characterization of the full RQ language by which to partition graphs for structural indexing [41] .
At the core of RQ, and hence of current and future practical languages, are the Conjunctive Path Queries (CP Q). CP Q is a basic graph language which supports path navigation patterns, cyclic path patterns, and conjunctions of patterns. CP Qs are the basic building blocks of graph queries. They play an analogous role with respect to the study of graph query languages to that of the classical conjunctive queries with respect to the study of relational query languages. CP Q is a basic tool for the design and engineering of scalable and efficient graph data management systems. Importantly for structural indexing, a polynomial time structural characterization of CP Q has been established in terms of graph (bi)simulations [15] .
For these reasons, CP Q is particularly well-suited as a core language to drive the study of structural indexing for contemporary property graph query languages. Current indexing methods do not take advantage of the practical structural characterization of CP Q, and hence miss out on significant opportunities for accelerating query evaluation.
Our contributions. In this paper, we initiate the study of structural indexing for CP Q, through seven contributions. We propose (1) the first structural index for CP Q. The structural index is based on k-path bisimulation which is tightly coupled to the expressive power of CP Q. We present algorithms for (2) efficient index construction and (3) maintenance, and for (4) accelerated query processing with the index. As many application scenarios are workload-driven, we also propose (5) a workload-aware structural index which reduces both space and construction time costs, and leads to further acceleration of query processing.
We demonstrate through (6) an extensive experimental study that our methods can accelerate query processing by up to three orders of magnitude over the state-of-the-art methods, without increasing index size. Finally, (7) our complete C++ codebase is provided as open source. 1 We can summarize the characteristics of our structural index as follows:
• Efficient: Our methods support orders of magnitude speed up of query processing over the state-of-the-art. • Scalable and compact: The size of the structural index is smaller than the state-of-the-art index while accelerating query processing. Give a query workload, index size further significantly reduces. • Maintainable: The structural index is easily updateable without sacrificing the correctness of query results.
Related work. The study of graph query languages is an active topic. Angles et al. [2, 4] and Bonifati et al. [8, Chapter 3] give recent surveys of the current graph query language design landscape. Although theoretical aspects of CP Q have been studied, e.g., [12, 14, 28] , to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to undertake an investigation of practical indexing and processing aspects of the language. A rich literature exists on indexing for graph query evaluation [7, 17, 20, 25, 33, 37, 46] . The state-of-the-art in path indexing is effective for path navigation patterns, [16, 1 https://github.com/yuya-s/structural_index_codebases 44], but it does not leverage the richer topological structure of the graph exposed by CP Q. Structural indexing, which does leverage richer graph structures, has been successfully studied for XML, semi-structured, and RDF data [6, 13, 18, 34, 38] . Prior work on structural indexing has focused on data models and/or query languages different from those we consider here, making straightforward adaptation to our problem setting not possible. To the best of our knowledge, structural indexing for CP Q evaluation has not been studied before, and in particular no previous work uses the precise structural characterization of CP Q, which is path-based. Almost all earlier works, such as the well-known Dataguides and A[k]-indexes [19, 26] , are vertex-based in the sense that the indexes are built over partitions of the set of vertices in the graph. These methods cannot directly support general path-query processing, which requires reasoning over the start and end vertices of paths in the graph. All earlier pathbased indexes were for significantly different languages/data models (e.g., regular paths on rooted semistructured graphs [34] and XPath on trees [18] ), and hence not directly applicable to CP Q on graphs with cycles. The structural notions used in these indexes are significantly different from that for CP Q. In summary, no earlier indexes can be adopted for structural indexing of CP Q.
Our indexes are based on the exact structural characterization of the expressive power of CP Q. The formal foundations providing this characterization in terms of path bisimulation were developed by Fletcher et al. [15] . Although they give a practical characterization of this practical query language, these foundations have not been applied in graph indexing methods. We here for the first time take steps to put this theory into practice.
Methods for computing bisimulation equivalence typically focus on partitioning the vertex set of a graph [1, 30, 31] . We propose here a practical method for partitioning the set of paths in a graph, which is novel in the literature.
Finally, methods developed for subgraph matching can also be used to process CP Q. Subgraph matching has been studied mainly under two matching semantics: isomorphic and homomorphic. Systems for isomorphic subgraph matching, e.g., [23, 24, 29] , are not suitable for CP Q which has homomorphic matching semantics. Isomorphic subgraph matching methods can return incorrect results when processing CP Q. On the other hand, systems for homomorphic subgraph matching such as RDF-3X [35] and Turbo-Hom++ [27] are applicable to process CP Q. To the best of our knowledge, TurboHom++ is the state-of-the-art system for homomorphic subgraph matching. We compare our methods with TurboHom++ in our experimental study.
PRELIMINARIES
In this paper we study the evaluation of conjunctive path queries on directed edge-labeled graphs using path-based index data structures. In this section we define these concepts.
Graphs, paths, and label sequences
A graph is a triple G = (V, E, L) where V is a finite set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V × L is a set of labeled directed edges, i.e., (v, u, ) ∈ E denotes an edge from head vertex v to tail vertex u with label ∈ L. L is a finite non-empty set of labels. 2 We will refer to pairs of vertices (v, u) ∈ V × V as sourcetarget paths, where v is the source of the path and u is its target. We define P ≤k , for k ≥ 0, to be the set of all those source-target paths such that there is an undirected path (i.e., ignoring edge directions) of length at most k in G from the source of the path to its target.
For ∈ L we denote the inverse of by −1 ; intuitively, an inverse label corresponds to following an edge from tail to head. For a non-negative integer k, a label sequence of length k is a sequence of k elements from { , −1 | ∈ L}. We denote the set of all label sequences of length at most k by L ≤k and a label sequence in L ≤k by = 1, . . . , j (where j ≤ k). Further, we denote by L ≤k (v, u) the set of all those elements of L ≤k such that is the sequence of edge labels along a path from v to u in G.
In the sequel, we will refer to source-target paths as paths when there is no danger of confusion.
Example 2.1. In the example graph Gex of Figure 1 , P ≤2 includes, for example, (ada, ada), (ada, tim), and (sue, zoe) and L ≤2 (ada, ada) includes, for example, w , w, w , w −1 , w, w −1 , and w −1 , r −1 .
Conjunctive path queries
We express conjunctive path queries algebraically. Conjunctive path query (CP Q) expressions are all and only those built recursively from the nullary operations of identity 'id' and edge labels ' ', using the unary operation of inverse '· −1 ' and the binary operations of composition '•' and intersection '∩'. In other words, we have the following grammar for CP Q expressions (for ∈ L):
Let q ∈ CP Q. Given graph G, the semantics q G of evaluating q on G is defined recursively on the structure of q, as follows:
Note that the output of a CP Q is always a set of paths in G. Figure 2 illustrates a visual representation of a CP Q query, where s and t denote the source and target vertices, resp., of paths in the query results (in this case, they are the same vertex, due to intersection with identity). • Reviewers and the bosses of those people they review: r • w Gex = {(ada, sue), (ada, ada), (joe, liz), (joe, joe)}.
• People and their supervisors that review them: w ∩ r −1 Gex = {(tim, ada), (zoe, joe)}. 2 For simplicity we do not consider vertex labels. Extending our methods to accommodate labels on vertices is straightforward. s, t 
• People who supervise themselves: w∩id Gex={(ada, ada)}.
• People who supervise someone:
• People who review one of their reviewers:
For an expression q ∈ CP Q, we define the diameter dia(q) of q as follows. The identity operation has diameter zero; every edge label has diameter one; dia(q1 −1 ) = dia(q1); dia(q1 ∩ q2) = max(dia(q1), dia(q2)); and, dia(q1 • q2) = dia(q1) + dia(q2). Intuitively, the diameter of an expression is the maximum number edge labels to which the composition operation is applied. In Example 2.2, the queries are of diameter 2, 1, 1, 2, and 2, respectively. For non-negative integer k, we denote by CP Q k the set of all expressions in CP Q of diameter at most k. Related languages. Note that Kleene star (i.e., transitive closure) can be added to CP Q k without drastically changing the structural characterization given below in Theorem 3.1. However, pattern matching and Kleene star are complementary operations requiring fundamentally different processing methods. An important topic for future work beyond the scope of this paper is to build upon our new foundations for pattern matching developed here, with methods for transitive closure on structural indexes.
We also note that CP Q and the well-known language of regular path queries (RPQ) [8] are incomparable, in the sense that each expresses queries inexpressible in the other. As we have discussed in Section 1, CP Q is better suited as a core language for study with respect to upcoming industrial standard query languages.
Path indexing
Given a graph G and non-negative integer k, a path index is a data structure I k G for accelerating the evaluation of CP Q k on G [16] . In particular, given = 1, . . . , j ∈ L ≤k , for some j ≤ k, conceptually I k G retrieves all paths associated with this label sequence, i.e., I k G ( ) = 1 •· · ·• j G . A variety of practical index variants are possible, such as restricting the set of indexed label sequences to only those appearing in a given workload [11, 44] . Given a query q ∈ CP Q l for l > k, processing amounts to compiling q into an optimized physical execution plan over I k G [16, 18] .
STRUCTURAL INDEX
In this section, we present (1) our path-based structural index, (2) an algorithm for efficient query processing with the index, and (3) a method for effective maintenance of the index under graph updates.
Overall idea
We first give some high-level intuition of our approach. The basic idea is to partition the paths P ≤k in a graph G into disjoint blocks such that the paths within each block are indistinguishable with respect to queries (i.e., for each block, for every query q, either all paths or no paths of the block appear in q G ). In this way G is "compressed" in the sense that the number of partition blocks is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the number of paths [32] . The structural index is built over these blocks to process queries in two stages. In the first stage, the query is processed over the set of blocks (using the data structure I l2h introduced in Section 3.2). This stage allows us to filter out paths which will not contribute to the query result. In the second stage, the blocks identified in the first stage are retrieved (using the data structure I h2p introduced in Section 3.2), and then standard query processing proceeds on the paths contained in these blocks. We focus on structural indexing for CP Q k , for which we can give a method to practically compute equivalence partitioning (Section 3.3). Given an arbitrary query q ∈ CP Q we first decompose q into subqueries falling in CP Q k ; in our method we extract the subqueries consisting of label sequences of length at most k. Once results are obtained from the index for these subqueries, query processing continues as usual by joining and further processing of intermediate results (Section 3.4).
Index definition
The structural index is based on path equivalence under the notion of k-path-bisimulation. We choose this notion as it captures precisely the expressive power of CP Q k . Note that k-path-bisimulation is a sufficient condition for language equivalence. A necessary and sufficient characterization of CP Q k can be made in terms of path simulation [15] . However, in practice it is difficult to compute simulationbased equivalence since the best available methods have essentially cubic running time in graph size [39] . Hence, we opt for a characterization in terms of bisimulation, for which asymptotically more efficient methods are known [1] ; see also our construction algorithm in Section 3.3.
Intuitively, source-target paths (v, u) and (x, y) are kpath-bisimilar when all steps along any paths in the graph of length at most k from v to u and from x to y can be performed in unison, every move along the way in one of the paths being mimicable in the other. Note that this is a weaker structural notion than graph isomorphism. Furthermore, algorithmically bisimulation can be computed in polynomial time (see Section 3.3), whereas computing graph isomorphism is intractable. 
then there exists m ∈ V such that (v, m ) and (m , u) are in P ≤k−1 , and, furthermore, (x, m) ≈ k−1 (v, m ) and (m, y) ≈ k−1 (m , u).
Example 3.1. Figure 3 shows k-path bisimulation of paths in Gex of Figure 1 for k = 1, 2. The sets of paths within solid rectangles denote 1-and 2-path-bisimilar paths. The paths within dashed rectangles denote examples of paths of length two. Paths (tim, tim) and (joe, joe) are 1-path-bisimilar, but they are not 2-path-bisimilar because L ≥2 (tim, tim) = L ≥2 (joe, joe). Similarly, paths (tim, ada) and (zoe, joe) are 1-path bisimilar but not 2-path bisimilar.
k-path-bisimulation is a structural characterization of the expressive power of CP Q k , in the following sense [15] .
Towards leveraging Theorem 3.1 for structural index design, we define the notion of a k-path-bisimulation equivalence class of paths. The partition of P ≤k into equivalence classes provides the basic building blocks of an index.
We call an equivalence class a block and we define the set of blocks as
As an example, the second row (k = 2) of Figure 3 is B2(Gex). Here, for example, we have {(tim, liz), (zoe, sue)} as a block of ≈2-equivalent paths.
As a corollary of Theorem 3.1, we have that query processing is tightly coupled to B k (G).
Towards leveraging Corollary 3.1 for query processing, we assign an identifier bi(v, u) to each block [(v, u)]i of Bi. If two paths are in the same block, they have the same block identifier. Here, if two paths belong to the same block in Bi, they also belong to the same block in Bi−1, as i-pathbisimilar paths are (i−1)-path-bisimilar, i.e., ≈i refines ≈i−1 for all i > 0. We can now define the k-path-bisimulation partition of a graph. Definition 3.3. For non-negative integer k, the k-path bisimulation partition of a graph G is the set
. We call the sequence of k block identifiers of a path its history. It is easy to establish that k-path-bisimilar paths are uniquely identified by their common history. Each history consists of a distinct sequence of block identifiers, so we can assign a history identifier h to each history, and we define H as the set of all history identifiers. We also define P(h) ⊆ P ≤k and H( ) ⊆ H as the set of paths that belong to h, and the set of histories that belong to , respectively.
We can now define our structural index based on the kpath-bisimulation partition of G.
k is a pair of data structures I l2h and I h2p such that I l2h maps label sequences in L ≤k to sets of history identifiers and I h2p maps history identifiers to sets of paths in P ≤k , with the following behavior:
If we store paths without history (i.e., as in state-of-the-art path indexes), each path is associated with multiple label sequences, which consequently increases index size. Histories allow us to minimize the number of occurrences of paths in the structural index because each path is associated with a single history. Therefore, the structural index enables us to efficiently find the set of paths that satisfy queries with a smaller footprint than the state of the art path index.
Proof: I l2h stores the set of history identifiers associated with each label sequence. Each history identifier appears on average γ times in I l2h . Thus, the size of I l2h is O(γ|H|). In I h2p , since each path is stored as single entry, the size of I h2p is O(|P ≤k |). Therefore, the size of the structural index is O(γ|H| + |P ≤k |).
The size of structural index O(γ|H| + |P ≤k |) is generally smaller than that of path index O(|V|d k ) because γ|H| and |P ≤k | are not larger than |V|d k . (v, u) and the set of edge labels; 7 Set block identifier of S 1 and B1;
Sort S i according to (v, u) and the set of block identifiers; 13 Set block identifier of S i and Bi;
Index construction
In this section, we describe how to construct the structural index efficiently. For construction we have two steps: computing [G] k and then constructing I [G] k = (I l2h , I h2p ).
Algorithm 1 shows pseudo-code for computing k-pathbisimulation partition. We compute the k-path-bisimulation partition by a bottom-up approach, which computes first ≈1, then ≈2, and so forth up to ≈ k , following Definition 3.1. We identify 1-path-bisimilar paths if they have same L ≤1 (v, u). Next, let us consider that we compute i-path-bisimilar paths. To obtain i length paths, we join the (i − 1) length paths and one length paths (i.e., edges), and proceed by comparing block identifiers. Thus, we can obtain k-path-bisimulation by recursively comparing block identifiers from B1 to B k . Algorithm 2 shows pseudo-code for index construction. After computing the k-path-bisimulation partition, we construct the structural index. We first compute the history identifiers from histories. Then, we insert a pair of and h ∈ H( ) into I l2h . Note that the set of paths with the same history identifier has same label sequence due to definition of k-path-bisimulation. We also insert a pair of history h and (v, u) ∈ P(h) into I h2p . After insertion, we sort the history identifiers in I l2h and paths in I h2p , respectively. Proof: To construct the structural index, it enumerates the set of paths with at most length k. The number of paths is at most |V|d k . Also, it stores label sequences with at most length k. The number of label sequences is O((2|L|) k ) because of handling inverse of labels. Thus, its space complexity is O(|V|d k + (2|L|) k ). It holds that |V|d k is larger than γ|H| and |P ≤k |. Thus, the total time complexity is O(|V|d k log |V|d k ).
Space and Time complexity
[G] k = {I h2p , I l2h } 1 procedure StructuralIndex(G, k) 2 [G] k ← kPathBisimulation(G, k); 3 P ≤k ← all paths in [G] k ; 4 for (v, u) ∈ P ≤k do 5 h ← hash( b 1 v,u , . . . , b k v,u ); 6 if h is N U LL then 7 h ← hnew; 8 hash( b 1 v,u , . . . , b k v,
Query processing with structural index
Recall the intuition given for query processing in Section 3.1. We accelerate query processing by using the structural index, instead of the original graph and/or a non-structural path index, through the effective use of histories, which mitigates the cost of comparing paths. Our query processing method evaluates a given query q ∈ CP Q following its parse tree, where label sequences are processed from left to right in k-sized prefixes (see Figure 4 for an example). Each node on the parse tree represents logical operations of CP Q: LookUp, Conjunction, Join, and Identity. Our query processing method, in particular, accelerates Conjunction and Identity thanks to the bisimulation-based partitioning.
Algorithm 3 shows pseudo code for this method. P and H denote the sets of paths and history identifiers that are found during query processing, respectively. We process starting from the root node of q, recurring on the left and right, as necessary. This method heuristically derives an execution plan. Further query optimization and planning with our index is an interesting rich topic for future research. Here, we use sort merge join as a physical operator for Conjunction and Join. First, LookUp finds the history identifiers according to label sequences from the structural index. If the label sequences are longer than k, we divide label sequences into sub-label sequences of length at most k and then join two sets of paths. Second, Join joins two paths to obtain longer paths by finding a pair of (v, u) and (x, y) such that u = x. Third, Conjunction has two cases: history-history and path-path. For history, we compare H1 ∩ H2 where H1, H2 ⊆ H. If either sets of paths are not empty, we find the set of paths from history identifiers and then compare the sets of paths for obtaining the set of paths that are included in both sets. Finally, id is the nullary operation from the definition of CP Qs. Since we can optimize q • id = q, we handle only q ∩ id as Identity which finds paths whose sources and targets are the same (i.e., v = u). Identity also has two cases: history and path. In the history case, we check that the first path in P(h) has the same source and target. If they have the same source and target, all paths satisfy the identity operation. Otherwise, all paths do not satisfy. In the path case, we check all paths whether source and target are same or not. Here, queries with only id without (i.e., query with zero diameter) outputs (v, v) for ∀v ∈ V. 3 4 procedure Join(P l , Pr, H l , Hr,
7 sort P l in ascending order of targets of paths; 8 sort Pr in ascending order of sources of paths; 9 P ← {(v, y) | (v, u) ∈ P l ∧ (x, y) ∈ Pr ∧ u = x} 10 return P, ∅; 
sort P l in ascending order of target of paths; 20 if Pr = ∅ then 21 Pr
sort Pr in ascending order of sources of paths; 23 P ← P l ∩ Pr; 24 return P, ∅; 25 26 procedure Identity(P, H,
Our query processing algorithm can efficiently process conjunction and identity operations due to histories. Recall that paths with the same history identifiers represent k-pathbisimilar paths. If a history identifier is included in both sets of history identifiers regarding to two label sequences, the set of paths regarding to the history identifier is through both label sequences. That is, we can find conjunction of the two paths without comparing the set of paths. In terms of the identity operation, since k-path-bisimilar paths are partitioned into cycle or not, we can evaluate the identity operation by just checking the first path in the set of paths of history identifiers. Since the number of history identifiers |H| is much smaller than that of paths |P ≤k |, the computation cost decreases significantly.
Correctness. Query processing compares the history identifiers for evaluating conjunction operations. We note that comparing history identifiers is equivalent to comparing paths. 
Index maintenance
The structural index is easily updated when the graph is updated. In order to reduce update cost, our method does not maintain the same index entries that we obtain when constructing the index from scratch. Our update method lazily updates the structural index, while maintaining correctness of query evaluation. We next explain how we handle five cases of graph updates: edge deletion, edge insertion, label change, vertex deletion, and vertex insertion.
Edge deletion. When edges are deleted, some paths change their label sequences (also may disappear) and kpath-bisimilar paths may become non-bisimilar. If two nonbisimilar paths are assigned the same history identifier, then query results would be incorrect. Thus, our lazy update method divides the set of paths if they become not k-pathbisimilar due to edge deletion. On the other hand, it does not merge two sets of paths even if they become k-pathbisimilar. This is because even if k-path-bisimilar paths belong to the different history identifiers, query processing still ensures correct results.
We explain our procedure for edge deletion. We first enumerate all paths involved in the deleted edge. The label sequences of these paths may change unless there are alternative paths through same label sequences. We then check whether there are alternative paths or not. Next, we delete paths from I h2p if the label sequences of the paths change.
Here, for efficiently finding history identifier h according to the deleted paths, we use inverted index whose keys are paths. We then add new P(h ) that includes only the path into I h2p unless their label sequences are empty (i.e., paths disappear). This update does not check whether or not the affected path is k-path-bisimilar to other paths.
Edge insertion. When edges are inserted, paths are added and label sequences of paths may change. The procedure is similar to that for edge deletion. The difference between them is that we enumerate paths involving the new edge.
Other graph updates. We can handle the following additional updates by combinations of edge deletion and insertion: updating the label of an edge, deleting a vertex, and inserting a new vertex.
Algorithm 5 shows a pseudo-code of edge deletion. The algorithm proceeds by enumerating paths of length at most k and checking for alternative paths. (lines 2 -5). Next, it finds the history identifiers corresponding to paths, and then inserts new history identifiers if the deleted paths have other label sequences (lines 6 -20) . Here, the main difference between edge insertion and deletion is updating I h2p ; in edge deletion, I h2p is updated if deleted paths have additional label sequences, while in edge insertion, I h2p is always updated because paths definitely have new label sequences after edge insertion. The update cost is much smaller than reconstructing the index from scratch. After update, the set of k-path bisimilar paths may belong to different history identifiers. We guarantee the correctness of query results even if the set of k-path bisimilar paths belong to different history identifiers. 
Time Complexity and Correctness

WORKLOAD-AWARE INDEX
Many application scenarios are workload-driven. Indeed, users are often interested in only a specific subset of label sequences. The structural index, however, stores all label sequences, including inverse of labels, up to length k. Motivated by this, we develop a workload-aware structural index based on a given set of label sequences.
Definition of workload-aware structural index
Towards a workload-aware structural index, we propose the notion of workload-aware path-equivalence as follows. 
Intuitively, Lq are the label sequences of interest. When we construct the workload-aware structural index, we always also include all sequences of length one (i.e., all edge labels) in Lq. Thus, even queries containing label sequences without users' interests can be still evaluated, in the worst case by decomposing such label sequences.
The workload-aware structural index is based on workloadaware path-equivalence. The difference between the basic and the workload-aware structural indexes is that the former assigns same history identifiers to the set of k-path bisimilar paths and the latter assigns same history identifiers to the set of workload-aware path-equivalent paths. Since workload-aware path-equivalence is weaker than kpath bisimulation (i.e., it is easy to show that ≈ k refines ≈w, when k is at least as large as the length of the longest sequence in Lq), more paths have the same history identifiers (i.e., partition blocks are bigger). Therefore, the size of workload-aware structural index is much smaller (and hence faster to use) than that of the basic structural index.
Index construction and query processing
The index construction and query processing methods are almost the same as those for the structural index. The difference for the construction algorithm is that we first enumerate all paths only with given label sequences and two paths have same history identifiers if they are workloadaware path-equivalent. Since the construction of the workloadaware structural index decreases the number of paths, it becomes more efficient than that of the structural index. The difference for query processing is that we divide label sequences into sub-label sequences if the label sequences are not included in the given label sequences. 
Space and Time complexity
Workload-aware index maintenance
The workload-aware structural index can be easily updated in a similar fashion as for the structural index. The workload-aware structural index needs to handle both graph and workload updates.
Graph update: The graph update procedures are almost the same as those for the basic structural index given in Section 3.5. The difference is that we do not process the set of paths whose label sequences are not included in the workload when we enumerate paths.
Label sequence deletion: When we delete label sequences from the workload, we can just delete history identifiers from I l2h of the deleted label sequence. After deleting the label sequences, two paths may become workload-aware path-equivalent. While we do not merge two sets of paths, we can still guarantee correct query answers in a fashion analogous with Proposition 3.2.
Label sequence insertion: For inserting new label sequences, we insert new paths to the index. Thus, we first enumerate the set of paths that have new label sequences, and then take the same procedure as for inserting new edges.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We next present the results of an experimental evaluation of our methods. We designed the experiments to clarify the questions: (1) Does structural indexing accelerate query processing? (Section 5.1); (2) How compact and scalable are structural indexes? (Section 5.2); (3) Can structural indexes be effectively updated? (Section 5.3); and, (4) Are structural indexes well-behaved as k and |L| grow? (Section 5.4).
Experiments were performed on a Linux server with 512GB of memory and an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699v3 @ 2.30GHz processor. All algorithms are single-threaded.
Datasets. Table 1 provides an overview of the datasets used in our study consisting of ten real datasets (Wikitalk, WebGoogle, and CitPatents without edge labels), and five synthetic datasets generated by the state-of-the-art gMark graph generator [5] . The real datasets range over several different scenarios, such as social networks and biological networks. In real datasets without edge labels, edge labels are exponentially distributed with λ = 0.5 which follows the distribution of edge labels on YAGO dataset. As StringHS and StringFC often have similar result trends, we omit the results of StringHS at some points due to space constraints. Note that the real data sets are of the same size and complexity as those used in other recent studies of subgraph matching [23] .
The synthetic datasets model citation networks with three types of vertices, researcher, venue, and city, and six edge labels, cites from/to researchers, supervises from/to researchers, livesIn from researcher to city, workisIn from researcher to city, publishesIn from researcher to venue, and heldIn from venue to city. We use the synthetic datasets for evaluating scalability, varying the number of vertices and edges from roughly 1 and 8 million (g-Mark-1m) to 20 and 200 million (g-Mark-20m), resp.
Queries. We used twelve CP Q templates as described in Figure 5 . These templates were chosen to (1) illustrate the interaction of all basic constructs of the language and (2) exemplify query structure occurring frequently in practice such as chain, star, cycle, and flower [9, 10] . The design rationale of these templates is to isolate and study the different basic operations of the language and their combined use. Path indexes process paths of length at most k without physical joins (i.e., •), so we categorize these templates into six categories when k > 1: (a) queries without joins and with conjunction (T, S, TT, and St), (b) queries with joins and conjunction (TC, SC, and ST), (c) queries with join and without conjunction (C4) (d) queries with join and identity (Ti and Si) (e) queries only with lookup (C2), and (f) queries only with lookup and identity (C2i).
For each template, we generate 10 queries with random labels, with a mix of queries having empty and non-empty result sets. We only use queries in which all (sub-)paths of length 2 are non-empty. We report for each query template the average response time over all 10 queries. Methods. We compare the following methods: Structural, our structural index of Section 3; WA-Structural, our workload-aware structural index of Section 4; Path, the state-of-the-art path index proposed in [16] ; WA-Path, Path where only label sequences included in the given workload are indexed; TurboHom++, the state-of-the-art algorithm for homomorphic subgraph matching [27] ; and, BFS, baseline index-free breadth-first-search query evaluation [8] .
We implemented all methods (available in our open source codebase) except for TurboHomo++ for which we used the binary code provided by the authors [27] . To be fair, we used the same query plans for all methods, except for Tur-boHomo++ which performs its own planning. We varied path length k from 1 to 4, with a default value of 2. For the workload-aware indexes on the real datasets, we specify all label sequences in the set of queries as the workloads. We divide label sequences larger than k length into prefix label sequences of length k and the rest. On synthetic datasets, we specify five label sequences as workloads; cites-cites, cites-supervises, publishesIn-heldIn, worksIn-heldIn −1 , and livesIn-worksIn −1 .
Index implementation. Note that path-based indexes can be effectively represented in-memory and on-disk, e.g., using standard ordered dictionaries such as B+trees. In this study we use simple in-memory data structures. Identifiers of vertices and labels are 64-bit integers, following Turbo-Homo++. Indexes are implemented as standard C++ vectors. For further detail, please see our open-source codebase.
Does structural indexing accelerate query processing?
In summary, yes. Figure 6 shows the average query time of each method for each of the twelve query templates on the real datasets. The structural index accelerates conjunctions as mentioned at Section 3.4, so query times of T, S, TT, and St with Structural are significantly lower than with all methods, up to thousands times faster on queries with conjunction and without join. For TC, SC, and ST, the fastest method depends on datasets, structural or path indexes. When conjunction operation is heavy, Structural is advantageous. For queries with join and without conjunction such as C2, C4, Ti, and Si, since Structural takes two accesses to both I l2h and I h2p , it has higher costs than Path, but the difference between them is small. Query time of C2i is smaller than that of C2 in both structural and path in- dexes. This is because the size of answers decreases, and thus a cost for inserting paths to the answer sets reduces. Efficient identity operation works well on some datasets such as robots, stringFC, and YAGO, while the efficiency highly depends on specified labels. For Ti and Si, TurboHom++ works well on some datasets because it joins only paths that satisfy cycle but other methods check whether paths are cycle or not after join. Compared with TurboHom++, our methods have significant improvement for many query templates such as T, S, TT, St, C2, and C2i. Comparing Structural with WA-Structural, the workloadaware index achieves smaller query time because the numbers of paths and history identifiers are smaller. In particular, for C2i, WA-Structural is much faster than the structural and path indexes because it reduces the number of Lookup operations. Here, we note that WA-Path does not become faster than Path because both of the indexes have the same number of paths regarding to label sequences.
Are structural indexes scalable?
We can also give a positive answer to this question. Table 2 shows the index sizes and times. Structural achieves smaller size than Path, because Structural stores a single path regarding to a history while Path stores multiple paths regarding to label sequences. The WA-Structural is much smaller than Structural because it stores paths in the given workload. In Yago, WikiTalk, WebGoogle, CitPatents, and gMark datasets, the workload-unaware indexes cannot be constructed due to their size. The workload-aware indexes work well for large graphs, where index size is controllable by specifying the appropriate workloads. The difference between sizes of WA-Structural and WA-Path on synthetic graphs is small compared with those real graphs. This is because WA-Structural can reduce its size well when the graph structures and labels have large skews.
Indexing time in Structural is larger than that in Path because constructing Structural requires computing k-pathbisimulation. However, since the index time increases linearly as the size of graph increases, constructing Structural is practical. The workload-aware indexes clearly take less time for construction. Figure 7 shows the WA-Structural average query time for varying graph size of synthetic datasets. Our method scalably evaluates CP Qs as graphs grow larger.
Are structural indexes maintainable?
In short, we can also answer this question affirmatively. Update time. To study the impact of graph updates and workload updates, we delete and insert ten edges and ten label sequences, respectively, and report the average response time of each operation. Tables 3 and 4 show the update time on Structural and WA-Structural on graphs with real labels, Figure 7 : WA-structural query performance as graph size grows respectively. Our indexes can be quickly updated compared with the initial construction time. The WA-Structural can be updated for graph updates more efficiently than Structural because the number of edges that are involved with graph update is smaller. The workload changes also can be handled with a low update time.
Impact of updates on Query Time and Index Size. Our update method lazily updates our index, and thus it deteriorates performance of query time and increases the size of index. We here evaluate the query time and index size after deleting x% edges and inserting the same edges that are deleted, and after deleting x label sequences in the workload and then inserting the same label sequences, respectively. Figure 8 (a) shows the query time after updates. The query templates whose query times are relatively small (e.g., T and TC) increase their query time after update because of increasing lookup costs. The other query templates do not change much because costs for join and conjunction operations are much higher than the lookup cost. Note that the query results are the same before and after updates. Figures 8(b) and (c) show the index size after updates. Our update method does not merge two history identifiers even if the set of paths regarding to the history identifiers are k-path-bisimilar, and thus the size of index increases. The increase rate of index sizes is depending on how many paths are involved with the updates.
Are structural indexes well-behaved as k
and |L| grow?
We can also give a positive answer here: (1) as k increases, query processing time accelerates substantially and (2) index size is stable as |L| grows larger.
Impact of k. Figure 9 shows the query time for WA-Structural varying with k. We can see that the query time decreases from k = 1 to k = 2. While some query times increase when k increases from two. This is because structural index divides paths into too fine granularity for some query templates, and then it takes additional lookup costs. This result implies that a smaller k is better for evaluating CP Q whose label sequences is not larger than k. Figure 10 shows the index size for WA-structural varying with k, respectively. The index size exponentially increases with increasing k generally. The size of WA-structural does not increase from k = 3 to k = 4 much. This is because the numbers of length 3 paths and length 4 paths do not increase. We do not show the result of the index time in detail; the index time increases as increasing k index size.
Impact of size of L. For this evaluation, we generate synthetic graphs following a graph schema which is chained triangles. The numbers of vertices and edges of graphs are 10,000 and 100,000, respectively, and the number of labels is varied from 3 to 48.
As |L| varies from 3 to 48, the size of Structural varies from 40.2 MB up to 44.3 MB, i.e, index size only slightly increases when the number of labels increases. As |L| increases, the number of histories increases because paths are increasingly likely to not be bisimilar. Consequently, index size increases due to I l2h becoming larger. From this result, we confirm that the structural index has robustness to the size of labels. If we have specific workloads, the workload-aware structural index can be smaller than the structural index.
Discussion
We have given positive answers to all four questions posed at the beginning of this section. Our structural index accelerates query processing by up to three orders of magnitude while being maintainable, scalable, without increasing index size over the state-of-the-art methods, and well-behaved as k and |L| grow. In query processing, each method has its own advantages for specific query templates and data sets such as T and S for Structural, C2 and C4 for Path, and Ti and Si for TurboHom++. We can select methods depending on which query templates are often posed. Our structural indexes provide the best performance among all the methods for the largest variety of the query templates and datasets.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We initiated the study of structural indexing for evaluation of CP Q, a fundamental language at the core of con-temporary property graph query languages. We proposed new practical indexes and developed corresponding maintenance and query processing algorithms. We experimentally verified our methods, demonstrating up to three orders of magnitude acceleration of query processing over the stateof-the-art, while being maintainable and without increasing index size. These results provide a positive answer to our main research question: structural indexing indeed shows good promise for helping to address performance limitations in property graph query processing systems.
We conclude by highlighting three directions for further study. (1) Our framework handles edge and vertex labels. In the full property graph data model edges and vertices can also carry local data (e.g., "Person" vertices might have names and dates of birth) [8] . Study extensions to CP Q and to our methods to support reasoning about such local data.
(2) Study methods to adaptively and predictively update our indexes based on real-time workload changes. (3) Study query compilation and optimization strategies for CP Q and more expressive languages such as RQ in the presence of structural indexes, e.g., indexing and optimization for CP Q extended with unbounded path navigation via the Kleene star unary operator (i.e., transitive closure), for which the characterization given in Theorem 3.1 can be easily adapted.
